
Cymbidium Orchids for beginners – In six easy lessons – Part 2 

3. Terms used in the industry (mericlones, seedlings, species orchids, ploidy etc ) 

Like many industries and hobbies, we use terms and names which are not known by newcomers. 

There does not seem anywhere where a novice can easily find what these new words mean. Some 

Orchid Clubs conduct regular beginners’ groups, where many of these mysterious names are 

explained, but one must often sit through a year or more of lessons before, hopefully, most are 

explained.  

We will start this lesson trying to explain just a few. 

Species Orchids 

The first ancestors of our modern orchids started life growing wild in a jungle, field, gully or 

some other nature area. These original ancestors are called Species Orchids. I will discuss only 

species cymbidiums.  

You will hear the names lowianum, tracyanum, devonianum, pumilum (now reclassified as 

floribundum), tigrinum, ensifolium and dozens of other species names. There are lots more, and 

more are still being discovered. Usually, a particular species is found growing in isolation, away 

from other species cymbidium orchids. Sometimes the same species orchid is found growing 

wild in several areas, large distances apart, even in different countries. Many of them set seed 

and produce new plants from those seeds. The resultant plants from these seeds can vary a little 

from their parents, but because they share all the same genes, are most often very similar to their 

parents. Natural breeding within a species has been occurring forever, so, over a long time, 

different forms of the same species have evolved. Collectors in early days often took huge 

numbers of plants from the wild. Many died.  

We now know that there are many forms of a particular species. The same species cymbidium 

collected from one area, is often quite different to one collected from a remote area. The different 

forms of the same species get varietal names, to distinguish them from those from another area. 

They can have different features, for example colour, plant size, growth habit etc. 

Botanists tried to classify these wild collected plants, and often were incorrect. We are still 

continually learning about these plants. 

In the early twentieth century growers started hybridising cymbidiums. In those days they did not 

have the knowledge to grow the seed produced in sterile containers like we do today. Seed pods 

from cymbidium orchids can contain hundreds of thousands of very small seeds. Most seeds, 

when sown, did not germinate. Only a few plants grew when they were sown in the pots with 

other mature cymbidiums. We now know that they require particular fungus, present on mature 

plants. 

The resultant plants produced from hybrids between two species orchids (for example tracyanum 

x lowianum), are no longer species orchids. The mating of two species orchids is often referred 

to as a primary hybrid.  

Should a species orchid be mated to the same species orchid any resultant plants are still species 

orchids. For example, lowianum “concolour” x lowianum “concolour” still produces lowianums. 

This type of mating is called a selfing.  

Similarly a mating of two different forms of the same species cymbidium, for example 

floribundum “Album” x floribundum “Pale Face”, will still produce all species floribundum 



plants. In both matings described above, all the new plants will be different to their parent plants, 

and if given the varietal name, it cannot be the same as either of their parents. They will most 

likely be very similar to their parents. 

If you are intending to try and improve your orchid collection, it is important to understand the 

difference between a species cymbidium and a hybrid cymbidium, and the properties of the 

various species cymbidiums. As stated earlier, there are very many species cymbidiums. Only a 

small number are used in most modern commercial and showbench breeding. Different species 

bring different, and useful, properties into orchid growing. It is worth studying the growing 

conditions and properties of these species, to help develop the collection which suits your needs. 

A great web site to visit is run by Stephen Early, based in Melbourne, Victoria, 

Australia 

www.cymspecies.com 

Stephen also refers to a book titled “The Genus Cymbidium”, by David Du Puy and Phillip 

Cribb. 

There is a huge amount of information on the internet. Try Googling cymbidium orchid species. 

You will be surprised what you can find. 

Important species orchids worth researching are the following:- 

Important – insigne, lowianum, tracyanum, floribundum (previously known as pumilum), 

ensifolium, devonianum,  

Less well known but often used in breeding – hookerianum, parishii, sandeae, eburneum, 

suave, madidum, canaliculatum, sinense, tigrinum 

Interesting or emerging – goeringii, dayanum, eryththraem, elegans, mastersii 

The remaining two thirds are not used much in breeding. Some influential breeders think 

they have little to offer to serious orchid growing. 

Seedlings – What is a seedling 

In the previous section, I discussed species orchids. It is unlikely that the very original ancestors 

of our species orchids survive today. Most likely those growing in the wild are descendants of 

those original “Adam and Eve” plants. They most likely are natural self hybrids. If we are to 

believe this statement, they grew from seeds. They were once seedlings.  

Today, many of our hybrids are many generations removed from the species orchids. They are a 

mixture of many species orchids. Our hybridisers selectively pollinate superior varieties, produce 

seed, and grow new varieties from those seeds. They are seedlings. 

Orchid clubs promote the development of new and better varieties. Club members get excited, if 

a new champion is produced. To distinguish these new varieties and for judging them, they rule 

that a plant grown from seed, is categorised as a seedling, until it flowers for the first time. 

The seedling plants compete, against other seedling plants.  

There are other conditions. The plant must be undivided, and it is considered a seedling until the 

end of the flowering season, in which it first flowered. Some clubs limit the pot size to preclude 

big, reluctant flowering plants from being judged against, smaller fast flowering newcomers. 

I like to think of seedlings, similar to juniors, at a sporting club. They need encouraging and 

nurturing. They often cannot compete against the older and established varieties until they 

mature. A good seedling causes excitement, and has the potential to improve the standard at the 

http://www.cymspecies.com/


club. After the end of its first flowering season, it graduates into the seniors. Hopefully improves 

and develops more as it gets older. 

If you are a good judge and select new seedlings with good potential you are likely to flower 

some good new varieties. The more seedlings one grows, the more likely you are to get a good 

one. The use of good parents cannot be over emphasised. More importantly, the use of ordinary, 

or substandard parent plants is likely to bring disappointment years later, when other growers 

will have improved their collections. Some growers grow large percentages of seedlings. They 

will discard large numbers of inferior plants after they flower. Many are culled even before 

flowering, if they grow poorly. Good selection and patience is very necessary. Look to successful 

growers who grow lots of seedlings for guidance. Beware of advice, or purchasing from growers, 

who are not prepared to grow lots of what they sell. 

Mericlones 

When a superior new variety is produced, everyone wants a piece of it. Many commercial 

growers grow on hundreds, even thousands of seedlings, to get a good one. We usually get a big 

range of quality, from great to poor. They will vary with particular parent plants and the level of 

judging and expectation.  

We choose the best and want large quantities of it produced quickly. In the early twentieth 

century, the only way to multiply a plant was to grow it on and divide it – a slow process. 

Nowadays we use tissue culture techniques in a clean area of a laboratory to produce very large 

numbers of plants, quickly. Tissue culture is where we remove a very small piece of tissue from a 

“mother plant”, place it in a small sterile container with a nutrient rich growing medium. We 

keep it warm and provide good lighting conditions. We usually start with a piece of plant tissue, 

smaller than a pin head. When the piece of tissue is big enough, we remove it, under sterile 

conditions, divide it into three or four pieces, and return them to the sterile container. The 

multiple pieces of tissue, called protocorms, are allowed to grow larger, and then each is chopped 

into multiple pieces. When we have sufficient protocorms, we allow them to grow leaves and 

roots, and they form small plants. Each plant should be genetically, identical to the mother plant. 

The plants produced from this process are called mericlones. They are clones of the mother 

plant.  

Usually it is possible to produce hundreds of mericlones from a mother plant within twelve 

months. Very large numbers can be produced within eighteen months. Some varieties are more 

difficult and may take longer. Occasionally a variety is very difficult to get started, sometimes 

virtually impossible. 

There are risks in this process. Some plants mutate, or grow poorly. When they flower, they may 

not identical to the mother plant. The probability of getting a mericlone to flower, identical to the 

mother plant, is generally regarded as better than ninety five percent. Some experts claim ninety 

nine percent probabilities. 

There is a risk if too many plants are produced from one piece of the mother plant. We hear many 

claims of how many plants should be produced, before the old tissue is unreliable, and the 

process restarted. Some claim no more than two hundred and fifty. Others consider two and a 

half thousand quite safe. We have heard of tens of thousands being produced from one piece of 

tissue, with minimal problems. We believe the experience of the laboratory technician is the key. 

An experienced operator can see at an early stage if there is a problem and discard the tissue. A 

less experienced operator does not see a problem. The mother plant is also a big factor. Some are 

quite stable – others quickly mutate, cause problems and need recloning, or abandoning. 



By far the biggest risk is the practice of pirating tissue from a flask supplied by another nursery. 

A small piece of tissue is sometimes removed from a flask and multiplied, then grown on and 

offered for sale. I will discuss this practice later, under ethics. For now, be prepared to ask the 

supplier of any mericlones where they sourced the tissue from. Did their mericlones come from 

the original mother plant? Do they pirate tissue from other growers? Beware; some do not give 

honest answers. 

Ploidy 

Like all living things, cymbidium orchid plants are made up of a huge number of cells, which 

develop and multiply continually. In these cells there are chromosomes, which determine all of 

our properties and characteristics.  

There has been a huge amount of research around the counting of the chromosome numbers for 

the various species cymbidiums. We are fortunate that most species cymbidiums had forty 

chromosomes, made up as two sets of 20 chromosones. They are known as diploids, or 2N’s. 

Today some species orchids have been converted to a higher chromosome level (more on that 

later). In early days, little was known about chromosomes and the affect they would later have on 

hybridising. 

Early hybridisers occasionally produced a very superior plant, from amongst a population of 

seedlings. They did not know it at the time, but some of these had double the number of 

chromosomes. They had 80 chromosones or 4 sets of 20. We now know them as tetraploids, or 

4N’s. The most famous early tetraploid was called Alexanderii “Westonbirt”, but others were 

produced soon after.  

The tetraploid flower was considered much better than the diploid flower at the time. It was 

bigger and rounder and usually lasted longer in good condition. The cells of a tetraploid are 

double the size of the cells in a diploid orchid. A tetraploid flower is double the volume of a 

similar diploid flower. It is possible to actually feel the difference between many diploid and 

tetraploid flowers and leaves. The tetraploid is thicker. 

Inevitably, tetraploids were hybridised with diploids. The resultant progeny generally had 60 

chromosones, or 3 sets of 20. They are known as triploids or 3N’s. Triploids do not breed freely. 

In nature anything with an odd number of sets of chromosomes is usually sterile. Occasionally a 

triploid will breed, but they often produce many deformed and inferior progeny. We can also 

have higher levels of ploidy. There are known 5N, 6N, and 8N plants, but they usually grow 

poorly, and are usually only used for specialty breeding projects. 

Today, a very large percentage of the plants we grow are tetraploids. Many miniatures are 

diploid. 

We can convert diploid (2N) plants into tetraploids (4N), or even octaploids (8N), by treating the 

protocorms at the tissue culture stage with special chemicals. In the last thirty years or so, 

protocorms have been treated with a poison called colchicine and, if done correctly, many died, 

but some of the remaining plants in the flask were converted to a higher ploidy level. Usually 

about half of the survivors were converted. Plants treated with colchicine often had CT added on 

the label, meaning colchicine (or chemical) treated. Tetraploids could often be identified at early 

stages, but often it was necessary to wait until they flowered to select the improved flower form 

(tetraploid). The conversion of certain important diploid form breeding plants, to tetraploid, 

provided high quality parent plants, in colours not previously available. Most tetraploids at that 

time were pale pastel or white colours. Today a new chemical is used to convert plants. The 

chemical oryzolin, gives higher conversion percentages, and quicker. 



4. How Cymbidiums are named 

All cymbidium orchids have a name. Even a plant without a label, has a name, but it is not 

known by the plant owner. It is often referred to as “unknown”. Humans have a family name, so 

do cymbidiums. The family name of an orchid is referred to as its grex.  We have a given name 

(often referred to as our Christian name). Orchids can have a varietal name. Orchids are different, 

in that the progeny from two parent plants cannot have the same family name (grex), as either of 

the parents, or any other previously named orchid. As an example, my family name is Morris. 

My wife’s maiden name was Williams. Our children are Morrises. If we were orchids, we would 

have needed to register a new family name (grex) for our children. The new family name could 

not already be in use.  

The registration of the family name is controlled by the Royal Horticultural Society (RHS), based 

in England. Again, if we were orchids, my wife (Linda) and I could have applied to the RHS, for 

a family name for our children. Without doing this, they would forever just be known as 

(Williams x Morris). The mother’s name comes first. In orchids, we call her the pod parent. I 

would be the pollen parent. 

Varietal names are used to identify each plant within a grex. Varietal names are not registered 

anywhere. It is then possible to have many different plants with the same name if one is not 

careful. It is common to give a good new seedling a varietal name of a loved family member, for 

example “Linda”. Unfortunately for the orchid movement, “Linda” could be used by many 

growers for their special orchid. 

Many plants are not regarded as good enough to be given a varietal name. They are just known 

by their family name, for example Valley Splash. The grex, Valley Splash was registered with 

the RHS, in 1991. Its parents were Vivacious (pod parent) and Hazel Tyers (pollen parent). The 

particular crossing was Vivacious “Banana Split” x Hazel Tyers “Tinsell”. Any progeny from a 

reverse crossing, that is Hazel Tyers x Vivacious, are all still automatically called Valley Splash. 

Also, if the crossing is repeated, later, using siblings of either parents, for example, Vivacious 

“Superb White” instead of Vivacious “Banana Split”, or Hazel Tyers “Tia Maria” instead of 

Hazel Tyers “Tinsell”, all the progeny of this later mating, would all be Valley Splash. 

Most often, many seedlings from one mating are produced and flowered. Many are not 

considered good enough to warrant giving a varietal name. Some growers name all their 

seedlings, for example (Vivacious x Hazel Tyers), Number 1, Number 2 etc until they flower. 

When they flower they might call the best one (perhaps previously Number 3), as “Linda”. The 

second best might be renamed “Fred”, or some other chosen name. The rest might just be known 

as their family name, with no variety, or retain “Number 1”, “Number 2” etc. 

The whole name of these two plants would be Valley Splash “Linda”, and Valley Splash “Fred”. 

The grex is always first. The varietal name follows and should be in quotation marks. 

The grex of species orchids is always written in all lower case italics, for example lowianum (not 

Lowianum) 

The maintaining of correct names on orchids is very important. Some plants grow better in 

certain conditions. Knowing all your plants can assist in providing the correct care at the right 

time. It is even more important if the plants are to be used for breeding. 

Take care of your plant labels. Ensure they are not lost or mixed up. Consider making lists of 

your plants. Computer databases are very useful and easy to produce 

 



5. How to select your first Cymbidiums – Miniature, Intermediate or Standard size 

flowers 

Selecting the plants to start a collection can be difficult. Too often a newcomer just purchases 

plants without thinking very much about how they might care for them after flowering finishes. 

One of your first decisions could be to decide how much room you have available and how many 

plants you would like to grow. Individual plants can flower for several months. The main 

flowering season in Australia is from late April until mid October, during which time it is 

relatively easy to purchase good quality plants to suit your needs. With careful selection of 

varieties it is actually possible to have plants in flower for most of the year, but the quality and 

quantity of plants outside the main season is relatively poor. Many growers select plants to show, 

hopefully to win prizes and to recognise their growing skills. Others grow them just for 

enjoyment and never bother showing them.  

Most clubs have plant competitions at monthly meetings. They also have a winter show, usually 

early in July, and a spring show, around late August to mid September. A newcomer might wish 

to acquire particular plants to flower in time for the various shows. 

The flowers on our cymbidiums vary greatly in size. They can be less than 20 millimetres, in 

diameter, or more than 150 millimetres. In Cymbidium Club circles, we refer to them as 

miniatures, intermediates, small standards or large standards. Miniatures have flowers less 

than 60 millimetres across, intermediates are from 60 to 85 millimetres in diameter, small 

standards, from 85 to 100 millimetres across, and large standards are more than 100 millimetres 

in diameter. The plant also varies greatly in size. We can have a small growing plant, with 

multiple flower spikes, growing in a 100 millimetre diameter pot. A large growing variety could 

require a huge pot and a very strong person to lift it. 

A newcomer should give lots of thought as to what they want to achieve in growing orchids to 

avoid wasting time, effort and money. Research and talking to other successful growers is a key. 

Find yourself a mentor, who you can trust. Don’t be afraid to ask many questions. Start collecting 

quality plants and be patient, but thorough. Visit the shows and take photographs of the varieties 

which interest you. Ask questions and try to contact the owner of any plants which you like. 

Plants in most shows have a label with the plant name and the owner’s show number. Note the 

label details and seek out the owner of the plant. Club officials will usually assist in making 

contact with the owner. 

A very useful tool is a list. Produce a list of your plants, or plants which interest you, with as 

many details as possible. Where you purchased the plant, the size and price are often forgotten 

later, but very useful. The colour, spike habit, ease of growth, number of flowers and when it is 

repotted or divided are all of great use, later, when you might need to decide whether to cull a 

plant, to make room for new varieties. Update the information continually, or at least annually. A 

computer database is relatively easy to set up. If you are computer illiterate, it is easy to learn, 

with just a little assistance. Don’t be afraid to try it. Of course, you will need a computer, but 

even an old, slow and inexpensive computer will do the job for you.  

Starting a collection, can be an exciting time. Enjoy it.  

 

Graham Morris (Valley Orchids), McLaren Vale, South Australia 

 


